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The easy way to get started in stock charts Many trading and technical analysis books
focus on how to use charts to make stock trading decisions, but what about how to
actually build a chart? Stock Charts For Dummies reveals the important stories charts
tell, and how different parameters can impact what you see on the screen. This book
will explain some of the most powerful display settings that help traders understand the
information in a chart to find outperformance as its beginning. Stock Charts for
Dummies will teach you how to build a visually appealing chart and add tools based on
the type of trading or investing decision you're trying to make. It will also introduce you
to the pros, cons, and best practices of using three key types of charts: Candlesticks,
Bar Charts, and Line Charts. Build and use technical chart patterns Increase profits and
minimize risk Track and identify specific trends within charts A unique guide for
beginning traders and investors, Stock Charts for Dummies will help you make sense of
stock charts.
Dataviz—the new language of business A good visualization can communicate the
nature and potential impact of information and ideas more powerfully than any other
form of communication. For a long time “dataviz” was left to specialists—data scientists
and professional designers. No longer. A new generation of tools and massive amounts
of available data make it easy for anyone to create visualizations that communicate
ideas far more effectively than generic spreadsheet charts ever could. What’s more,
building good charts is quickly becoming a need-to-have skill for managers. If you’re
not doing it, other managers are, and they’re getting noticed for it and getting credit for
contributing to your company’s success. In Good Charts, dataviz maven Scott Berinato
provides an essential guide to how visualization works and how to use this new
language to impress and persuade. Dataviz today is where spreadsheets and word
processors were in the early 1980s—on the cusp of changing how we work. Berinato
lays out a system for thinking visually and building better charts through a process of
talking, sketching, and prototyping. This book is much more than a set of static rules for
making visualizations. It taps into both well-established and cutting-edge research in
visual perception and neuroscience, as well as the emerging field of visualization
science, to explore why good charts (and bad ones) create “feelings behind our eyes.”
Along the way, Berinato also includes many engaging vignettes of dataviz pros,
illustrating the ideas in practice. Good Charts will help you turn plain, uninspiring charts
that merely present information into smart, effective visualizations that powerfully
convey ideas.
Talk. Sketch. Prototype. Repeat. You know right away when you see an effective chart
or graphic. It hits you with an immediate sense of its meaning and impact. But what
actually makes it clearer, sharper, and more effective? If you're ready to create your
own "good charts"--data visualizations that powerfully communicate your ideas and
research and that advance your career--the Good Charts Workbook is the hands-on
guide you've been looking for. The original Good Charts changed the landscape by
helping readers understand how to think visually and by laying out a process for
creating powerful data visualizations. Now, the Good Charts Workbook provides tools,
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exercises, and practical insights to help people in all kinds of enterprises gain the skills
they need to get started. Harvard Business Review Senior Editor and dataviz expert
Scott Berinato leads you, step-by-step, through the key challenges in creating good
charts--controlling color, crafting for clarity, choosing chart types, practicing persuasion,
capturing concepts--with warm-up exercises and mini-challenges for each. The
Workbook includes helpful prompts and reminders throughout, as well as white space
for users to practice the Good Charts talk-sketch-prototype process. Good Charts
Workbook is the must-have manual for better understanding the dataviz around you
and for creating better charts to make your case more effectively.
A top trader shows you how to make money in any type of market using price charts
Knowledgeable traders are able to make money using their skillful reading and
interpretation of price charts, irrespective of whether the market is rising or falling — or
simply moving sideways. In this bestselling book, Ashwani Gujral shows how you too
can make money in any type of market by correctly identifying the market’s mood from
the various typical patterns that are formed on charts — and by using appropriate trading
methods for each pattern: How to make big profits by identifying a trend and trading
with it How to make mega profits by identifying impending trend reversals and catching
big moves in the opposite direction How you can reap windfall profits by identifying and
trading breakouts from continuation price patterns on charts How to use volume to
confirm price action How to use momentum indicators in conjunction with charts to
finesse profitable entries and exits How to improve your trading success rate and
protect your capital using proven methods of money management How charts can help
you identify hot sectors and stocks to trade Trading rules for different chart patterns
PLUS: New chapter — Trading the Railway-Line Theory. Using real-life examples and
175 charts from the Indian markets, this pioneering and comprehensive book on chart
patterns and chart analysis explains every significant tradable pattern, buy and sell
signal, and the use of important technical indicators. Novices and professional traders
alike will profit from this book, and the lessons it offers are equally applicable whether
you trade stocks, derivatives, commodities, currencies, etc.
Japanese rice traders have successfully used candle signals to amass huge fortunes
for nearly four centuries. Constantly refined and tested over time, candlestick signals
are now being used the world over for trading all financial markets, including stocks,
derivatives and currencies, etc. This book explains step-by-step how you can make
money by trading the powerful and proven candlestick techniques. Here is how: ?
Explanation of major candle signals; how to recognize them and use them effectively ?
The underlying market psychology revealed by each candle formation ? How to
combine candlestick signals with Western technical analysis to take advantage of high
probability trades which generate explosive profits ? Stop loss settings for various
candlestick signals for cutting losses. Master this and you will be way ahead of fellow
traders ? How the use of candlesticks with technical analysis provides a simple
mechanical trading system which eliminates emotional interference, panic and greed ?
How to use candlestick charts for making money from longer term trading and investing
? PLUS: Proven, market-tested trading ideas tips and common mistakes to avoid based
on the author's rich experience of trading stocks and options. This book will enable both
new traders and experienced traders derive systematic and consistent profits from the
market by adding candlestick charting to their trading arsenal. REVIEWS FOR THE
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BOOK "Educative addition to the technical trader's shelf." — The Hindu Business Line
"Clearly explains and reinforces the message of each candlestick pattern, pointing out
other details that can help determine success or failure at each occurrence. The real life
examples are manifold, well chosen and amplify the lessons being taught. Highly
recommended reading for traders in all markets to discover ways of profiting from
candlestick trading." — Alan Northcott "Sadekar's book not only manages to live upto the
expectations but probably excels them. Sadekar attempts to keep things simple, and
targets the beginner to intermediate level technician as his target audience. Each type
of reversal, consolidation and continuation pattern is tackled in individual chapters and
illustrated liberally with charts of Indian stocks. The author leaves ample strategies for
the not so active trader, also combining Dow theory tools like trend lines, oscillators and
moving averages with the oriental techniques. This gives the reader an immediate
advantage of getting the best of both the worlds. While all chapters are interesting read,
chapters 11 & 12 are the highlights of the book as they lay out a simple but actionable
game plan for a trader and investor. As if the overall package was not sweet enough,
Sadekar has compiled a tear-away candlestick ready-reckoner at the end of the book to
identify emerging patterns in real time. At its price, the book is a value buy. All in all, a
must read book for every freshman candle sticks trader." — Vijay L. Bhambwani,
Technical Analyst, CEO - BSPLIndia.com
Do You Want To Turbocharge Your Trading Game? Are you looking for a reliable way
to predict market direction or trader emotion? Do you need an easy-to-understand
guide on how to read candlestick charts and use them to make a profit? Here's How
You Can Take Your Trading To The Next Level! Introducing The Ultimate 2021 Guide
To Candlestick Charting By Alex Richards! When it comes to stock market investing for
beginners, technical analysis, and stock patterns, candlestick charting is one of the
most popular and most essential tools for beginners and seasoned veteran traders. The
reason is simple. As you already know, stock and FOREX trading is heavily influenced
by trader emotion, which results in pattern formation. Those patterns allow those who
can read, understand, and predict them to gain an edge and get one step closer to their
goal: to dominate the market, make more profit, and find financial freedom. But
Understanding Candlestick Charts Can Be A Challenge, Right? Not anymore!
Candlestick charts originated in Japan in the 1700s. They were used to predict the link
between price and the supply and demand of rice - while considering the emotions of
traders. Nowadays, candlestick analysis is one of the most critical weapons in any
trader's arsenal who wants to succeed in FOREX trading or stock investing. Alex
Richards, the author of this game-changing candlestick course and expert trader, has
created a fluff-free, easy-to-follow, beginner-friendly, candlestick bible that will allow you
to: ? Understand The Fundamental Importance Of Candlestick Stock Patterns ? Learn
How The Stock Market Works And How To Make Money In Stocks ? Find Out How To
Read Use Candlestick Charts To Gain An Advantage ? Discover The Differences
Between Various Candlestick Charts And Find In-Depth Candlestick Technical Analysis
? Analyse The Stock Market Like An Expert And Predict The Patterns Of Stock Options,
And Options Trading Markets But Wait... There's More! No candlestick trading bible is
complete without a BONUS! Alex Richards has distilled her years of experience in
fundamental analysis of candlestick charts into a cheat sheet that will give you a behindthe-curtain glimpse of the most powerful candlestick patterns and help you use them to
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supercharge your trading game. And The Best Part? You don't need decades of stock
trading experience to understand how candlestick charts work. Written in a simple and
easy-to-follow way, this candlestick charting guide is the ideal tool to help you: ?? Make
Smart Moves ?? Earn More By Understanding The Market ?? Become A Candlestick
Charting Analysis Expert Don't Hesitate! Click "Buy Now" And Invest In Your Trading
Skills Today!
A practical guide to profiting from institutional trading trends The key to being a
successful trader is finding a system that works and sticking with it. Author Al Brooks
has done just that. By simplifying his trading system and trading only 5-minute price
charts he's found a way to capture profits regardless of market direction or economic
climate. His first book, Reading Price Charts Bar by Bar, offered an informative
examination of his system, but it didn't allow him to get into the real nuts and bolts of
the approach. Now, with this new series of books, Brooks takes you step by step
through the entire process. By breaking down his trading system into its simplest
pieces: institutional piggybacking or trend trading (the topic of this particular book in the
series), trading ranges, and transitions or reversals, this three book series offers access
to Brooks' successful methodology. Price Action Trends Bar by Bar describes in detail
what individual bars and combinations of bars can tell a trader about what institutions
are doing. This is critical because the key to making money in trading is to piggyback
institutions and you cannot do that unless you understand what the charts are telling
you about their behavior. This book will allow you to see what type of trend is unfolding,
so can use techniques that are specific to that type of trend to place the right trades.
Discusses how to profit from institutional trading trends using technical analysis
Outlines a detailed and original trading approach developed over the author's
successful career as an independent trader Other books in the series include Price
Action Trading Ranges Bar by Bar and Price Action Reversals Bar by Bar If you're
looking to make the most of your time in today's markets the trading insights found in
Price Action Trends Bar by Bar will help you achieve this goal.

A comprehensive introduction to statistics that teaches the fundamentals with
real-life scenarios, and covers histograms, quartiles, probability, Bayes' theorem,
predictions, approximations, random samples, and related topics.
Want to gain a trading edge with candlestick charts? Find them a little confusing?
No worries! Candlestick Charting For Dummies sheds light on this time-tested
method for finding the perfect moment to buy or sell. It demystifies technical and
chart analysis and gives you the tools you need to identify trading patterns — and
pounce! This friendly, practical, guide explains candlestick charting and technical
analysis in plain English. In no time, you’ll be working with common candlestick
patterns, analyzing trading patterns, predicting market behavior, and making your
smartest trades ever. You’ll discover the advantages candlestick has over other
charting methods and learn the secrets of combining it with other technical
indicators. You’ll also get familiar with different ways to display and interpret
price action, including trend lines, support levels, resistance levels, moving
averages, and complex indicators. Discover how to: Construct candlestick charts
Identify and interpret basic patterns Trade in bull and bear markets Work with
complex patterns and indicators Avoid False signals Understand the components
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of market activity Deal with bullish or bearish single-stick, two stick, and multistick
patterns Identify and interpret complex patterns Use indicators to determine the
market Outperform the market in any conditions Don’t know whether to grab the
bull by the horns or just grin and bear it? Read Candlestick Charting For
Dummies and get it right the first time.
A breakthrough explanation of how any investor, regardless of experience, can
use technical analysis tools to significantly improve performance You may
consider technical analysis as beyond your expertise and of little tangible value.
But evidence proves it can help you achieve your long-term investing goals more
quickly. Technical Analysis for the Rest of Us clearly explains basic areas of
technical analysis, such as price pattern interpretation and resistance/support
levels, and focuses on those areas that are most useful and relevant to individual
investors. This book presents a four-step process for using technical analysis to
evaluate your portfolio holdings, sell investments that don’t match your
objectives, locate stocks that both meet your objectives and provide superior longterm potential, and reshape your portfolio to improve overall performance.
A good visualization can communicate the nature and potential impact of ideas
more powerfully than any other form of communication. For a long time, "dataviz"
was left to specialists--data scientists and professional designers. No longer. A
new generation of tools and massive amounts of available data make it easy for
anyone to create visualizations that communicate ideas far more effectively than
generic spreadsheet charts ever could. The Harvard Business Review Good
Charts Collection brings together two popular books to help you become more
sophisticated in understanding and using dataviz to communicate your ideas and
advance your career. In Good Charts, dataviz maven and Harvard Business
Review editor Scott Berinato provides an essential guide to how visualization
works and how to use this new language to impress and persuade. He lays out a
system for thinking visually and building better charts through a process of
talking, sketching, and prototyping. In Good Charts Workbook, Berinato extends
the usefulness of Good Charts by putting theory into practice. He leads readers
step-by-step through several example datasets and basic charts, providing space
to practice the Good Charts talk-sketch-prototype process for improving those
charts. Examples include a "Discussion Key" showing how to approach the
challenge and why. Each challenge focuses on a different, common visualization
problem such as simplification, storytelling, creating conceptual charts, and many
others. The Harvard Business Review Good Charts Collection is your go-to
resource for turning plain, uninspiring charts that merely present information into
smart, effective visualizations that powerfully convey ideas.
The author has provided an introductory guide to technical analysis for investors.
Whereas most books on the subject start some way up the learning curve, this
begins at the beginning. This book is very extensively illustrated and international
in its coverage. Topics covered include: trends; reversal; continuation patterns;
chart assessment; bar charts; point and figure charts; indicators; volume and
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open interest; long term investment; and, speculation. This is a new and
thoroughly revise edition of a successful book. This book will be an invaluable
introduction for the private investor and as a working handbook for the
professional adviser.
How Charts Can Help You in the Stock MarketMcGraw Hill Professional
The Ultimate Guide to Chart Patterns is your 'cheat sheet' for making technical
trading decisions. Learn to spot trends and act on them intelligently. This book
has everything you need: *An introduction to chart patterns and why they can
take your trading to the next level*21 detailed chart patterns with a historical
example for every chart*Exit and entry suggestions*Chart pattern trading tips*An
introduction to the powerful Raindrop Chart Patterns from
Trendspider.comBuyers and sellers for each trade execution are always equal,
it's the price that changes. Every chart tells a visual story of the battle between
buyers and sellers at different price levels. Their decisions create patterns that
start to show the current path of least resistance. This book is intended to be a
road map for seeing the patterns that emerge on charts. Using chart patterns will
give you an edge because they'll help you trade in the direction of least
resistance, profit from momentum, see the potential for a reversal in price action
and create good risk/reward ratios upon entry.This edge will show good levels for
entries that allow a stop loss to limit a losing trade, but give enough room for a
trailing stop or profit target to create a large winning trade. By finding the best
price zones on a chart, you'll be able to execute the best asymmetrical risk trades
and be more profitable over time.From Steve Burns of NewTraderU.com: "Over
the last several years, I've enjoyed getting to know, and working with Atanas
Matov. He has remained one of my most popular guest writers on
NewTraderU.com, and his insight on technical indicators, how to identify and
trade a trend and his chart pattern knowledge are invaluable to traders
worldwide. After the launch of the incredibly successful, Ultimate Price Action
Trading Guide, we knew we wanted to team up again. This chart pattern book is
our combined effort to bring a clear and concise explanation of chart patterns to
help you recognize charts and build pattern recognition."About the Authors:
Steve Burns started investing in 1993 and trading his own accounts in 1995. It
was love at first trade. A natural teacher with a unique ability to cut through the
bull and make complex ideas easy to understand, Steve wrote New Trader Rich
Trader and started New TraderU.com in 2011. Since then, Steve and his wife
Holly have written 19 books and published 8 eCourses on
NewTraderUniversity.com.Follow Steve on Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn@SJosep
hBurnswww.NewTraderU.comwww.NewTraderUniversity.comAtanas Matov
a.k.a. Colibri Trader (@priceinaction on Twitter) started his trading career as a
retail trader in the early 2000's. After a few years of trading and investing his own
funds, he won the KBC stock market challenge and shortly afterwards started
working for a leading prop trading house in London. Currently he is trading his
own account and trying to help other traders through his trading blog and social
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media. Major part of Atanas's philosophy is in giving back and helping others
achieve their trading goals. In his own words: "Judge your trading success by the
things you have given up in order to get where you are now!"Follow Atanas on
Twitter @priceinactionwww.colibritrader.com
A learning method to teach anyone the signals that professional traders use to make buy and
sell stock.
Valuable advice for investors of all types from Standard & Poor's, today's most trusted
resource for reliable investment information.
Following in the footsteps of author Thomas Bulkowski’s bestselling Encyclopedia of Chart
Patterns—and structured in the same way—this easy-to-read and -use resource takes an indepth look at 103 candlestick formations, from identification guidelines and statistical analysis
of their behavior to detailed trading tactics. Encyclopedia of Candlestick Charts also includes
chapters that contain important discoveries and statistical summaries, as well as a glossary of
relevant terms and a visual index to make candlestick identification easy.
Chart Your Way to Profits shows you how to harness the technology available on
www.prophet.com to analyze markets and make informed trading decisions. It discusses the
fundamentals of technical analysis and shows you how to design your own charts and
indicators in a way that enables you to easily monitor the markets and make solid trading
decisions.
This is not your average book on technical analysis. Why? Because the author is not your
average technical analyst; Brian Marber is unique -and so, as a result, is this book. Here,
Marber sets out to write about his approach, in a language readers can understand and enjoy,
telling them why he does what he does, and how he came to do it, including details of market
pitfalls and the occasional Marber pratfall. The book does not claim to be comprehensive, but
instead aims to be honest and to present the reader with the techniques and indicators that
Marber himself uses, and has used successfully in his fifty-one years in the business. Although
when you make money you can learn something about making it, you learn far more by losing
it, then finding out how to stop doing so.This book tells you his methods; when positions have
gone wrong, and what you do about it.
While complex strategies and systems may work for some traders, understanding price action
is all you really need to succeed in this arena. Price action analysis is an effective approach to
trading today's markets—whether you're involved in stocks, futures, or options. It allows you to
focus on the process of trading without being overwhelmed by a complicated collection of
trading techniques. And while this method may appear elementary, it can significantly enhance
returns as well as minimize downside risk. One way to apply price action analysis to your
trading endeavors is with chart patterns. Nobody understands this better than author Al
Brooks, a technical analyst for Futures magazine and an independent trader for more than
twenty years. Brooks discovered ten years ago that reading price charts without indicators
proved to be the most simple, reliable, and profitable way for him to trade. Mastering that
discipline is what made him consistently successful in trading. Now, with Reading Price Charts
Bar by Bar, Brooks shares his extensive experience on how to read price action. At the end of
the day, anyone can look at a chart, whether it is a candle chart for E-mini S&P 500 futures
trading or a bar chart for stock trading, and see very clear entry and exit points. But doing this
in real time is much more difficult. Reading Price Charts Bar by Bar will help you become
proficient in the practice of reading price action—through the use of trendlines and trend
channel lines, prior highs and lows, breakouts and failed breakouts, and other tools—and show
you how this approach can improve the overall risk-reward ratio of your trades. Written with the
serious trader in mind, this reliable resource addresses the essential elements of this
discipline, including the importance of understanding every bar on a price chart, why particular
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patterns are reliable setups for trades, and how to locate entry and exit points as markets are
trading in real time. Brooks focuses on five-minute candle charts to illustrate basic principles,
but discusses daily and weekly charts as well. Along the way, he also explores intraday swing
trades on several stocks and details option purchases based on daily charts—revealing how
using price action alone can be the basis for this type of trading. There's no easy way to trade,
but if you learn to read price charts, find reliable patterns, and get a feel for the market and
time frame that suits your situation, you can make money. While price action trading doesn't
require sophisticated software or an abundance of indicators, this straightforward approach
can still put you in a better position to profit in almost any market. Reading Price Charts Bar by
Bar will show you how.
"After studying the markets for 20+ years, I have come down to these 7 patterns as the key
predictors of direction, in any market . . .if you confirm your entries with these simple patterns,
you'll be light years ahead of the average investor."-Ed Downs, CEO and Founder,
OmniTrader by Nirvana SystemsIt's a fact: The most successful traders use technical analysis
and chart patterns almost exclusively. Why? Because chart patterns work. They consistentlyand accurately-help determine when to get in and out of the market for maximum profit-taking
and loss avoidance. But which patterns should you use? Which are the most
effective?OmniTrader founder Ed Downs now reveals the 7 best choices in his concise,
powerful new booklet. Downs cuts to the chase, paring the list down to the most potent,
consistently on-target chart patterns you need to know-whether you're an active trader or
occassional investor.Plus-Downs shares simple, surefire steps for...- Determining market
direction- Recognizing-and benefiting from-winning chart patterns- Mastering money
management techniques-including setting Profit Targets, Stop Loss levels and Risk: Reward
ratios for every trade- Making Support & Resistance, Trendlines, Gaps, Fibonacci
Retracements-and other amazing technical analysis tools easy to implementIt's a compact, tothe-point guide from the award-winning OmniTrader developer.

"Chart pattern analysis is not only one of the most important investing tools, but
also one of the most popular. Filled with in-depth insights and practical advice,
Getting Started in Chart Patterns, 2nd Edition is designed to help both new and
seasoned traders profit by tracking and identifying specific chart patterns. In this
second edition, expert Thomas Bulkowski: Opens with a basic discussion of chart
pattern formation and how bad habits can hurt trading. Introduces more than 40
key chart formations as well as numerous trading tactics that can be used in
conjunction with them Showcases specifics (actual trades with dollar amounts)
outlined throughout the book and the frank discussions of how trading behavior
can affect the bottom line Now includes additional charts in exchange-traded
funds (ETFs) and mutual funds Alongside the technical information, Bulkowski
includes anecdotes from his own trading experiences to shed light on how one of
the best in the business goes about trading with chart patterns. Getting Started in
Chart Patterns, 2nd Edition is an accessible guide to understanding and using
these technical chart patterns"-THE NATIONAL BESTSELLER! Anyone can learn to invest wisely with this
bestselling investment system! Through every type of market, William J. O’Neil’s
national bestseller, How to Make Money in Stocks, has shown over 2 million
investors the secrets to building wealth. O’Neil’s powerful CAN SLIM® Investing
System—a proven 7-step process for minimizing risk and maximizing gains—has
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influenced generations of investors. Based on a major study of market winners
from 1880 to 2009, this expanded edition gives you: Proven techniques for
finding winning stocks before they make big price gains Tips on picking the best
stocks, mutual funds, and ETFs to maximize your gains 100 new charts to help
you spot today’s most profitable trends PLUS strategies to help you avoid the 21
most common investor mistakes! “I dedicated the 2004 Stock Trader’s Almanac
to Bill O’Neil: ‘His foresight, innovation, and disciplined approach to stock
market investing will influence investors and traders for generations to come.’”
—Yale Hirsch, publisher and editor, Stock Trader’s Almanac and author of Let’s
Change the World Inc. “Investor’s Business Daily has provided a quarter-century
of great financial journalism and investing strategies.” —David Callaway, editor-inchief, MarketWatch “How to Make Money in Stocks is a classic. Any investor
serious about making money in the market ought to read it.” —Larry Kudlow, host,
CNBC’s "The Kudlow Report"
A leading data visualization expert explores the negative—and positive—influences
that charts have on our perception of truth. We’ve all heard that a picture is
worth a thousand words, but what if we don’t understand what we’re looking at?
Social media has made charts, infographics, and diagrams ubiquitous—and easier
to share than ever. We associate charts with science and reason; the flashy
visuals are both appealing and persuasive. Pie charts, maps, bar and line
graphs, and scatter plots (to name a few) can better inform us, revealing patterns
and trends hidden behind the numbers we encounter in our lives. In short, good
charts make us smarter—if we know how to read them. However, they can also
lead us astray. Charts lie in a variety of ways—displaying incomplete or inaccurate
data, suggesting misleading patterns, and concealing uncertainty—or are
frequently misunderstood, such as the confusing cone of uncertainty maps
shown on TV every hurricane season. To make matters worse, many of us are illequipped to interpret the visuals that politicians, journalists, advertisers, and even
our employers present each day, enabling bad actors to easily manipulate them
to promote their own agendas. In How Charts Lie, data visualization expert
Alberto Cairo teaches us to not only spot the lies in deceptive visuals, but also to
take advantage of good ones to understand complex stories. Public
conversations are increasingly propelled by numbers, and to make sense of them
we must be able to decode and use visual information. By examining
contemporary examples ranging from election-result infographics to global GDP
maps and box-office record charts, How Charts Lie demystifies an essential new
literacy, one that will make us better equipped to navigate our data-driven world.
If you want to outsmart a crook, learn his tricks—Darrell Huff explains exactly how
in the classic How to Lie with Statistics. From distorted graphs and biased
samples to misleading averages, there are countless statistical dodges that lend
cover to anyone with an ax to grind or a product to sell. With abundant examples
and illustrations, Darrell Huff’s lively and engaging primer clarifies the basic
principles of statistics and explains how they’re used to present information in
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honest and not-so-honest ways. Now even more indispensable in our data-driven
world than it was when first published, How to Lie with Statistics is the book that
generations of readers have relied on to keep from being fooled.
A cutting-edge guide to turning technical analysis into trading success, Chart
Your Way to Profits, Second Edition shows you how to use the powerful
technology available online in conjunction with technical analysis to assess
markets and make the most profitable trading decisions possible. In the book,
author Tim Knight discusses the key aspects of technical analysis and reveals
how to design your own charts and indicators in a way that enables you to easily
monitor the markets and make solid trading decisions. This new edition
discusses a wider range of technical tools within ProphetCharts and shows you
how to evaluate and compare industry sectors and groups of stocks to identify
the best trading opportunities. Features many new technical tools for tracking
individual stocks Illustrates how to use the highly-rated online application
ProphetCharts to create state-of-art, customized graphs Helps hone your own
analysis skills through hundreds of real-world examples Written in a
straightforward and accessible manner, Chart Your Way to Profits, Second
Edition not only explains technical analysis, but also provides readers with
examples demonstrating how effective technical analysis can identify highly
profitable trades.
If you have ever struggled in the financial markets before, you were probably
striving to find a solution. You might have wondered what separates successful
traders from unsuccessful ones.This book will focus on the technical analysis
information that is most important, as well as how to apply it to become more
profitable in the financial markets.It will cover: - How to understand the different
types of candlesticks- How to know the price range of a trading period- How to
use candlesticks to avoid losses- How to know if the share price is likely to
ascend or descend- How to use a chart to see if a trend is likely to reverse- How
to identify buy and sell signals on a chart- How to determine how far a share
price may ascend or decline- and more.
Based on the research and experience of Dow, Schabacker, and Edwards,
Technical Analysis of Stock Trends, Ninth Edition presents proven techniques,
methods, and procedures for success, even in today‘s unpredictable markets.
New and updated material on Dow Theory and long term investing, including new
tables of
**The completely revised and updated second edition is 50% bigger with many new
Trendspider charts!**Moving Averages 101 is the easiest way to learn how to capture trends in
the stock market. Master moving averages and give yourself a significant trading
advantage.Benefit from 25 years of trading experienceLimit your chances of trading ruin by
learning from someone with more than 20 years in the stock market. Steve will teach you what
a moving averages are and how to trade them.Not sure where to start?Are you unsure about
trading the 200 day? Or maybe you don't understand how to combine moving averages with
other indicators. This book will give you trading clarity.Master moving averagesThis book will
give you a great understanding of the power of moving averages.Easy to understand
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explanations of complex topicsDetailed, annotated trading chartsAccess to a thriving trading
communityFrom the foreword: Today I am a successful and profitable stock trader and
financial educator, and I can honestly tell you that I owe it all to the simple trading principles
that I learned by listening to, and then reading, the first edition of "Moving Averages 101" by
Steve and Holly Burns.The book taught me a new way to approach the markets. When I
combined moving averages and good risk to reward setups discussed in this book, it created
the potential for large wins and small losses. My trading results improved immediately. I
experienced better results with less stress, because I stopped trying to predict the market or
make decisions based on my opinions. Instead of worrying about what the market might do in
the future, I learned to let the moving averages be my guide. I am fortunate enough to have
seen Steve Burns place trades daily for the last two and a half years using the same strategies
and approaches that he will teach you in this book. Steve really does practice what he
preaches and teaches, and his results have been amazing. I have seen him ride profitable longterm trends to the upside, and even more impressively, stay completely in cash and out of
large market drawdowns and crashes. I regularly see him make new equity highs when the
market is not anywhere close to all-time highs. This second edition is great because it includes
many more chart examples, which is helpful if you are a visual learner like I am. In this book,
you will learn powerful concepts that if internalized and put into practice, will provide you with
an approach that can make you money in the market for years to come.I feel so fortunate that I
found this book back in 2016 and I would like to sincerely thank Steve and Holly Burns for
taking the time to write it. My only regret is that I did not find this book sooner.Best of luck to all
of you and Happy Trading.Gregory W. Gossett - Gossett Trading & MentoringWhat New
Trader U students are saying: "It's simple, buy this book. It's an incredible value add for the
money. Easy reading and direct to the point. In depth education on popular moving averages.
This book is an extension from the New Trader U website which I also highly recommend. You
get direct access to a seasoned trading veteran who has been there and done that. The cost is
reasonable and the value is priceless." - Tim M."Steve once again delivers on the message of
building a strong foundation for which all your future trading is built upon. When focusing on
the method, many market gurus or books talk about moving averages and to buy and sell there
but the why's are missing. This book give an excellent explanation of the why's. You'll get a
better understanding of the risk/reward of your purchase decisions using the information
gained in this book. Also, I see few books that have better explained to me the questions I had
regarding moving averages for the price it's selling at." - Frederick M RoblesCapitalize on stock
market trendsDon't place another trade before you read this book!
The ultimate guide to a critical tool for mastering the financial markets A longstanding form of
technical analysis, Japanese candlestick charts are a dynamic and increasingly popular
technical tool for traders of all skill levels. Known for its versatility, this ancient charting can be
fused with every other technical tool available, including traditional Western technical analysis.
Japanese Candlestick Charting Techniques is the most comprehensive and trusted guide to
this essential technique. Informed by years of research from a pioneer trader, this book covers
everything you need to know, including hundreds of examples that show how candlestick
techniques can be used in all of today’s markets. This totally updated revision focuses on the
needs of today’s traders and investors with: * All new charts including more intra-day markets
* New candlestick charting techniques * More focus on active trading for swing, online and day
traders * New Western techniques in combination with candles * A greater spotlight on capital
preservation. From speculation and hedging to futures and equities, candlestick charting is the
next level up for both amateur day traders and seasoned technicians, and this book provides
expert guidance for putting it into action
"Reprinted by arrangement with Bridge/CRB"--T.p. verso.
MACD, ADX, Stochastics, Fibonacci, RSI, Parabolic SAR, StochRSI, Aroon, Ease of
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Movement (EMV)... Have you ever asked what happened when those trading indicators
contradict one another? Have you ever slammed your trading desk because of frustration and
confusion over which trading indicators to use? THE GOOD NEWS: The popular trading
indicators mentioned above and in most trading books are NOT the only ones out there. There
are more....and YOU are about to find out. Everyone --- who is willing to put the time and
efforts --- to learn the correct techniques will be able to be a consistently profitable trader /
investor in the market. And the success you will have after learning these new trading
indicators is irrelevant to what kind of market the investor is trading. Any financial market --from stocks, bonds, futures, options, commodities, and even Forex trading. --- will do. How so?
Aren't they all different instruments? They are different, but human nature is always the same.
And that is the reason learning and understanding the basic of stock chart analysis (along with
trading indicators) are critical for every trader - investor out there. How this book will enlighten
your trading brain AS SOON AS you finish reading it: 1) The reason Warren Buffet once said
"In Investing, Rule # 1: Don't Lose. Rule # 2: See Rule Number 1." 2) The caveat of using any
trading indicator. 3) How to set the four indicators up and make profits in the stock market, or
any market not excluding options, futures, and Forex. 4) How to set the four indicators up for
day trading, swing trading, or long term investing. I guarantee you these 4 technical analysis
tools are not the ones you will hear from your investment advisers, fund manager, retirement
planner, or your finance professor in college when they lecture you on how to invest in stocks
or any other securities. Comprehensive but simple, this book shows what the trading indicators
not many are talking about in a straightforward and effective manner. It is my humble
expectation this book can give you some additional insights and add an extra ammo to your
vast investing and trading arsenal. Trading strategy or trading system is probably the most
underrated tool in the world full of financial BS and drama. The truth is: Opinion never matters.
Only price does. And without being able to "plan your trade and trade your plan," a trader will
not be able to make consistent money. No technical analysis-based trading system works
without a solid understanding and application of the right trading indicators. Don't Leave Your
Trading to Chances... ...because then frankly, you just gamble your money away. Might as well
go to Vegas. More fun. There is nothing to lose. Download this book today, devour it, and
return it within 5 days if you don't feel it is helpful. If you are a Kindle Unlimited subscriber, just
borrow it today and return it anytime. You can't lose either way. Ready to Start Making Money
Trading? Don't just talk about it. Start your trading with a FREE 3-day trading course:
www.zero2trading.com/free-stock-trading
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